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One Network One NMS



Computer networks grown at an unprecedented rate in 
the last decade and so did the equipment manufacturers. 
More and more good quality network equipment were 
made available in the market and their manufacturers 

For small to large businesses, it was thus inevitable that 

monitoring and provisioning of the resultant network 
which now runs on several proprietary monitoring 

ending challenge of network professionals and brings the 

the surprisingly user friendly graphical interfaces, this 
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One Network

One NMS



1.
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Multivendor 
equipment management

vendor and providing the IP address, all the rest is

also possible to plug in new drivers to handle proprietary 

and gives businesses even more leverage to grow their 
networks, today and tomorrow



2. Reveals 
the whole picture

problem in an end to end path. Individual professional 
can trace end to end paths with just a few clicks
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3. Graphical topology
with drag & drop

support.

sub-networks.

Sub-networks can be nested in a tree like structure with 
any depths.

Several modes are available to view detailed 
performance data of the nodes in topology.



4. Satellite map and 
fiber management

hold the physical topology of nodes besides the logical 

Detailed cable drawing is integrated with jont boxes and 

companies who possess large outdoor networks
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5.
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Alarm analysis
and segregation

comprehensive coverage of problems that occur in 

with the help of topological diagram, the system can 
pinpoint the failure even in a path that contains large 
number of nodes

problem

Keeps the team focused on actual problems



6. Built in
Customer management

customer management part of network management 
tasks

nodes

reports for each customer end points

Makes easier to serve customer complaints 
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7. Direct KPI
reporting

about the topology or other network nodes

network services and makes them feel privileged

between customer and help desk, maintaining 



We would be happy to hear your opinion.

Let’s
Create a
Better Network,
Together 


